Screening to Detect Hip and Groin Problems in Elite Adolescent Football (Soccer) Players – Friend or Foe?
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Injury prevention strategies in team settings should not overlook early detection and secondary prevention. Monitoring systems may be an effective approach to detect common and troublesome injuries, such as hip and groin pain in football (soccer) players. The purpose of this International Perspective is to share our experiences with monitoring hip and groin pain in youth academy football and discuss challenges that surfaced. We consider why players may not accurately report pain, their perceptions of groin pain, and whether all groin pain is clinically meaningful.

Level of Evidence

5

Sports medicine staffs working in teams settings should emphasize injury risk reduction. Primary prevention strategies such as FIFA 11+, Nordic hamstring exercise, and Copenhagen adductor exercise programs are successful for hip and groin pain.1,2 Secondary prevention has been suggested using monitoring systems in Australia and Scandinavia. This approach to early detection can combat troublesome hip and groin pain in athletes,3–5 but it is not without challenges.

Hip and groin pain are common in elite male football (soccer) players,6,7 and recent authors have also shown high rates in youth players.3,8 In a retrospective anonymous survey after pre- and early season,9 we observed 77% of US academy football players had experienced groin pain of varying intensities (Figure 1).

We had simultaneously implemented a weekly monitoring system to screen groin pain in the academy. Surprisingly, the retrospective survey results did not align with weekly check-ins, where only 58% of players reported pain. We began to question if players were under-reporting their hip and groin symptoms to our medical personnel (physical therapists, athletic trainers, team doctors) at weekly check-ins. The purpose of this International Perspective is to share our experiences with monitoring hip and groin pain in youth academy football and discuss challenges that surfaced. This may have implications for worldwide adoption of secondary prevention strategies in elite youth football.

One challenge for monitoring systems is relying on players themselves to accurately report their symptoms. Not only did we identify that groin pain was under-reported during weekly check-ins compared to retrospective reports (58% at weekly check-ins versus 77% at the 12-week retrospective survey), but we also retrospectively asked players why some might under-report pain. Players’ perceptions of the monitoring system were gauged by asking if any of the following reasons might lead to under-reporting: 1) fear that reporting pain would restrict participation, 2) believing groin pain is normal, 3) not wanting to report in front of teammates, 4) reporting pain would make others question

Figure 1: Reports of groin pain intensity (numeric pain rating scale; 0 = no pain, 10 = severe pain) during the first twelve weeks of pre-season and early-season in academy football players (n=78).
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that player's toughness, or 5) a free-text option. A staggering 41% of academy players feared that reporting pain would lead to medical personnel preventing them from training/playing. In hindsight, we see that temporarily sideling players for a thorough clinical examination backfired in relation to the trust between medical personnel and players. This rationale for players' under-reporting makes sense: if they perceive reporting symptoms as a threat to their participation, they will be less likely to report pain. The lesson is learned – medical personnel must consistently build trust with players and provide additional education to enhance player adherence to a monitoring system.

Another interesting lesson was how football players perceive groin pain. The survey revealed that 26% of players believed hip and groin pain was normal. Additionally, these statements appeared via free-text response: "my discomfort hasn't affected me", "it didn't hurt that bad", and "pain wasn't bad enough to report". Quite a few players did not find groin pain to be particularly concerning. This provided an opportunity to better understand our athletes. Players may perceive groin pain as a normal byproduct of football participation, and medical personnel must decide which pain is concerning and which is not. Transparent education and communication between all stakeholders (medical, coaches, players) may help understand the intention of the monitoring system: to collect information, detect problems, and intervene appropriately with secondary prevention and treatment.

Upon establishing consistent and accurate reporting with the athletes, a monitoring system provides the means to implement secondary injury prevention. Ideally, medical personnel would intervene when groin pain is meaningful (i.e., at-risk for worsening severity, time-loss, and high injury burden), while also supporting participation when it isn't (i.e., normal soreness and fatigue). Herein lies another big challenge: what are ways to differentiate between meaningful and meaningless groin pain? The Doha Agreement clinical taxonomy provides a standardized framework to classify groin pain. Perhaps monitoring pain using this taxonomy, coupled with symptom duration and intensity, can help medical personnel pinpoint when pain that spreads to another location, persists over time, or reaches higher intensity becomes more concerning.

The authors of this perspective have identified challenges encountered during hip and groin monitoring, including why athletes might under-report pain, whether all groin pain is meaningful, and knowing how and when to intervene. Researchers implementing monitoring systems should be encouraged to share experiences to add to the global perspectives of monitoring athletes for early detection. We believe improving communication between all stakeholders promotes shared decision-making for safe participation and optimal performance, and that trust is essential so that players and medical personnel can profit from the monitoring system. Learning how and when to intervene will improve injury risk reduction strategies in team sports settings. Presently, this may not be as simple as it sounds, as further development around such strategies and their implementation may be needed before athletes view close monitoring as a "friend".
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